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It’s worth to play puzzle because of relaxing activity and solving challenges. And after a hard-
working day it is always pleasant to relax with a puzzle. Jigsaw Puzzle - Expansion Pack 2 is adapted
for adults. Features: - 5 difficulty settings: Up to 280 pieces! - Every puzzle is unique: Different piece
shapes every time! - Saves all puzzles in progress, so you can work on several at the same time. -

1080p HD Graphics. - Support multiple screen sizes. Rated 5 / 5 stars2012-03-05 08:03:47 This game
is pretty fun, but it's so hard if you don't know how to build a puzzle before you do it. It makes me

wanna play classic tetris, which is just as hard as it is to put a puzzle together. Both are fun though.
Rated 5 / 5 stars2012-03-04 16:31:05 You know, I love this game, but it's more like a Tetris clone. I

do not think its very "original". I was very disappointed, but it could've been much better. But it
could be a fun game to play!Q: Why was I banished? From what I know, the only way to leave the

"Royal Fortress" (Tractatus Geographiæ 2013) of the Castle of the White Rose is by being "banished"
(of course, you can't get banished to another town, you can only have a "banishment" and it's not

infinite.) So far I've only seen the following methods to banish people: 3.1: Wrong answer to a
question, immediate exile. This is just a (a bit misleading) way to discourage people from asking

questions. Question: Who is the present monarch? (Answer: Duke Bernhard, Grand Duke of Bern).
3.1.2: Traitor, will be banished for life. This is completely unclear. How could one be a traitor, and
how would one be banished for life? And it's definitely not a universal penalty. 3.1.3: Cleric, will be
banished from the city. This is a bit unclear too, but I assume that this one is only allowed to clerics
(and descendants) of the ruling dynasty. 3.3.1: The City Warden: The Warden is an employee of the

king's chief counsellor, usually the mayor

Features Key:
An RTS, with real-time strategy, auto-spawning, free-flying, flying units, high-powered, multi-player

and LAN play options.
Lots of UI options, for example: single-player is usuable without the map, or, if you enter the map,

you can play a map with the UI off.
Map-modifying editor and map provider, using neutral tiles so you can change the map with only the
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editor.
Ability to change the appearance of your units with new skins, and customisable skins as well.

Withdraw models and materials from the resources editor - you can even get them out of a backup
(you'll have to copy the backup into the game directory of course.)

Introducing the dev team…

Here is a list of everyone who has worked on Potato’s Dream from 2009 until now:

Håkan Forsson - Programmer - The first ever programmer on the team.
Adrian Schürk - Designer & Art-Editor.
Sebastian Friedrich - Concept artist, did most of the graphics, including most of the levels.
Nils Lindahl - Programmer, designer & music.
Jakob Meine - Game designer. Lead-designer for the graphics and GUI, designed the menu-system
and the now-finished map-editor.
Amplatz - Multi-platform programmer.
Néstor Yuen - Lead-engineer.

Credits:

Me: Nejvs is where I normally release my games.
Håkan: Dreamspinner, where he is the lead-developer.
Sebastian: Textually
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